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ABSTRACT

Two model systems, Co-Rh and Ni-Co, were used to study surface segregation

and oxidation phenomena on binary alloys.

Cobalt was found to spu~ter preferentially from five Co-Rh alloys ranging iIi

composition from 19.3 to 84.7 at% Rh when irradiated by 4 keY AI+ ions. Surface

segregation experi~ents on this system in the. temperature range 623' to ,1123' K

showed that: cobalt was enriched on the surface of a 84.7Rhcl,lQY, while rhodium, . .
1,

enrichment was determined for a 19.3Rh alloy. No conclusive sediegation could be

measured on the surface of a 47.8Rh alloy. The variation of surface concentration

With temperature indicated enthalpy values of 1 % i kJ mol-1 and -3 ± 7 kJ ~ol-l

for the 19.3Rh and 84.7Rh alloys, respectively. Reasonable agreement waS found

between these measured enthalpy values and those calculated from the combined

, bond breaking and lattice strain models of surface segregation.

Oxidation experiments were "perfOIDied on (110) Ni-3.86Co and Ni-4.0Co
\ ..

polycrystalline alloys, at temperatures in the range 673 to 1073 K and a pressure of

5xlO-3 Torr. The effects of surface pretreatment and orientation of the alloy

surfaces were correlated to differences in oxide morphology and growth rates. Single

.crYstal specimens which were chemically polished I annealed in vacuum and initially
(~

exposed to oxygen at room temperature showed a ten?ency to form

(100) (NiCo)O II (110) Ni-3.86Co. These layers also exhibited the slowest growth

rates and greater enrichment of C~O from t,he inner to outer oxide ;Urraces. Single

'.. :;:,' crystal surfaces prepared by chemical polishing, annealing in vacuum and initial
,..~.'

exposure to oxygen at the reaction temperatures developed additional oxide

,9rientations parallel to the underlying alloys. ' Finally, the polycrystalline Ni-4.0Co

specimens which were prepared by. mechanical polishing followed by exposure to
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room temperature oxygen developed polycrystalline oxide films. These types of

structures were associated with higher rates of oxide growth and lower enrichments

of CoO from the inner to the outer oxide surfaces.

The expenmentally measured compoSition profiles were analysed according to

. the Wagner(6} model of oxidation, modified to include the effects of short circuit

grain boundary diffusion. Effective alloy interdiffusion coefficients were calculated

which showed that the rate of transport in the alloy zone beneath the growing oxide- .

layer was enhanced relative to that expected solely on the basis of volume diffusion

in this phase. The results were rationalized according to a dislocation model for the

accomodation of plastic strain and vacancy annihilation in cation conducting

scales(149)...
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
, ...."

' ..~.",...
'':..

An understanding of the chemical and physical properties ,of interfaces is

essential in many areas of science and engineering" including biology, ca~alysis,

corrosion, high temperature oxidation, and wear. Interfacial. properties may" be

influenced by many factors such as, the bulk composition, impurity segregation,

oxidation, phase transformations and radiation damage, to name only a few.

Clearly, the study of interfaces and near-surface phenomena (including thin films)

covers a broad range of disciplines and interests.

Over the last two decades, progress in these areas has been aided immensely by
. c

the development of a host· of surface analytical. teclmiques. It is now routinely
,.

possible to examine the structure and composition of solid surfaces and films which

may correspond to~,thicknesse~ of less than' one atomic layer. One of the most

widely used spectroscopies for the meaSurement of near surface composition is Auger

.'~ . ~:;: ...

:_~::,,':·~:'t .
• ~ "'':..>.,.".':

..;
".".

"
electron spectroscopy, AES. With the aid of this and other techniques, researchers

"

have made extensive. investigations leading to an improved understanding of the

Chemical and physical. properties of atomically clean xrletals and alloys as.well as the '.

earliest stages of the interaction of these surfaces with r~tive.atmospheres. In

particular, 1 there is now a substantial.' body of literature related to the

thermodyna~cs and kinetics· of adsorption or segregation at solid sUrfaces and

1




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































